
Sweetheart 981 

Chapter 981: he couldn’t remember how long it had been since he had felt so relaxed 

 

mu weiwei was very impatient at first. her only thought was to quickly show fu linchen around the 

greenhouse and send this hot potato back to the villa. 

this way, she would be free! 

mu weiwei was leading the way in front. as they walked, she introduced the various flowers in the 

greenhouse. 

influenced by tan yueru, she had loved gardening since she was a child. every variety in the greenhouse 

had been personally selected by her. 

as she spoke, she became more and more engrossed. 

in addition, fu linchen was a good listener. he would ask questions from time to time, and every 

question was asked at the right time. 

under his guidance, mu weiwei gradually forgot that the man beside her was the one she hated the 

most. she began to show off the flowers that she had painstakingly cultivated with all her heart. 

” look at this orchid. it used to be planted in second brother bai’s house. i’ve had my eyes on it for a long 

time, but he refused to give it to me. so i asked big brother to help me snatch it! ” 

“and this black tulip is a very rare species. when my mother and i went to Italy, we spent a lot of money 

to buy a seedling …” 
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mu weiwei explained as if she was very familiar with the place. 

as she strolled in her favorite garden, the expression on her face gradually relaxed, and her movements 

became lighter and lighter. 

fu linchen walked at a steady pace and followed two steps behind her, looking at the young girl in front 

of him. 

mu weiwei went into the flower bush for a while and then touched the petals carefully. her childish face 

was filled with concentration. 

fu linchen couldn’t help but smile again. 

as the young master of the president’s house, he had made a name for himself in the political scene at a 

young age. although he had a lot of glory, the pressure he was under every day was unimaginable. 

he couldn’t remember how long it had been since he had felt so relaxed. 

listening to the girl’s clear voice and smelling the faint floral fragrance, his tense nerves instantly 

relaxed. 



fu linchen stopped talking. 

mu weiwei suddenly felt her surroundings become quiet. 

she felt a little strange and subconsciously shut her mouth. 

she sneaked a glance at the man behind her, and an annoyed look appeared on her face. 

she, she, she … she actually said so much in front of fu linchen! she even told him about the joke she 

made when she was young! 

was there something wrong with her brain? 

how could he … be so outspoken? 

it must be because the moonlight was too soft and the temperature in the greenhouse was too high that 

she felt so nervous and sweat seeped out of her forehead. 

mu weiwei raised her hand and wiped the fine beads of sweat on her forehead. she felt that her cheeks 

were burning. 

fu linchen walked over and stood in front of her. he frowned slightly and asked with concern, ” “miss 

mu, why are you not talking? do you feel uncomfortable anywhere?” 

mu weiwei was jolted awake abruptly. she shook her head vigorously in a hurry. ” no… no, i’m not 

feeling unwell anywhere. ” it’s just … it’s too hot here. we’ve seen enough, so we can go back …” 

before she could finish her sentence, fu linchen suddenly took two steps forward. 

there was only less than a meter between the two of them. for the two of them who were not in a 

relationship, this distance was already too close. 

now, fu linchen was still moving forward, almost touching her. 

mu weiwei took two steps back reflexively. 

however, there was a wall behind her, and with this push, her back was directly pressed against the wall. 

Chapter 982: who … is brother hilo? 

 

mu weiwei raised her head and looked at the man in front of her nervously. 

fu linchen, on the other hand, stopped in his tracks calmly and continued to keep a distance from her. 

“miss mu, can i ask you a question?” 

mu weiwei was secretly relieved when she noticed that he stopped approaching her. she replied 

casually,”it’s the general knowledge of flower cultivation that i just told you. is there anything you don’t 

understand? then go ahead and ask!” 

fu linchen lowered his head slightly and looked at her tender face. he asked in a low voice, ” i want to 

know … who is brother xiluo? ” 



mu weiwei’s body stiffened at once when she heard that. she raised her head and stared at him with 

widened eyes. ” what … what did you say? what did you just ask me?” 

the light in fu linchen’s eyes became more and more unfathomable. he pursed his thin lips and repeated 

his question. 

“that night, you mentioned brother hilo … who was he? is he the man you have a crush on?” 

young master fu usually had no interest in the entertainment industry’s gossip, so he naturally did not 

know who the male model chen xiluo, who had suddenly become popular this year, was. 
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even a few days ago, when the news of ” young master mu coming out of the closet ” and ” the 

strongest male third party in history ” spread all over the place, he only treated it as a joke and had no 

interest in delving into it. 

if mu yichen had not announced his marriage on the spot, fu linchen would not even have been 

interested in reading the news. 

after young master mu announced his marriage, all the previous gossip was naturally suppressed. 

fu linchen had only seen the videos of mu yichen and luo chenxi showing off their love. he had not linked 

luo chenxi to chen xiluo at all. 

when mu weiwei heard fu linchen’s question, she was stunned for a moment before her face turned 

red. 

“fu … fu linchen! i’m warning you, you’re not allowed to mention what happened that night! that night 

was a … a mistake. i was in a bad mood, that’s why … i did that. i order you to forget what happened 

that night, forget everything!” 

when mu weiwei heard him mention ” that night “, she felt as if her head was about to start smoking. 

that was the most embarrassing, vexing, and depressing day of her life! 

she had hypnotized herself countless times, trying to pretend that nothing had happened that night. 

but she did not expect fu linchen to suddenly appear in front of her. 

not only had he repeatedly hinted to tan yueru just now, but he was also bringing up what had 

happened that night! 

compared to her anxiety, fu linchen was quite calm. 

he looked at mu weiwei with interest. he felt that she looked like an angry kitten. 

he said “i’m super fierce,” but his face said “i’m super cute.” 

“but i can’t forget what happened that night.” fu linchen said slowly, ” this is the first time in my life that 

i’ve been forced down by a woman, and you’ve taken advantage of me so much. ” if you’ve forgotten, i 

can remind you that you put your hand into my shirt and touched my chest … a few times! then, he felt 

that it wasn’t enough, so he touched me …” 



“ah ah ah ah, don’t say anymore! you shut up! i already said you’re not allowed to say it, and you still 

said it!” 

mu weiwei felt like she was going to explode on the spot. 

this old fox was clearly doing it on purpose, bringing up a sore spot. 

she gritted her teeth and glared at fu linchen. ” you’re a man. do you have to be so pretentious? ” 

wasn’t it just … wasn’t it just that i touched her a few times? this is my first time touching a man, and 

you’re taking advantage of me!” 

Chapter 983: this is sexual harassment, it’s illegal! 

 

an undetectable smile flashed across fu linchen’s eyes. 

but she said,”so what if it’s your first time touching a man?” it’s also my first time being touched by a 

woman. the violent behavior you used on me has left a serious trauma on my heart, and you still want 

to deny it? as the young lady of the mu family, don’t you know that you have to take responsibility for 

your mistakes?” 

mu weiwei widened her eyes and stared at him. she opened her mouth and blurted out,”what?” you … 

this is your first time being touched by a woman? who are you trying to fool? do you think i’m stupid!” 

she was born into a rich family, so how could she not know what the young masters of rich families in 

china did? 

even her big brother, who was so cold, arrogant, and disdainful of women, had fallen into luo chenxin’s 

trap by accident and even gave birth to a daughter. 

fu linchen was in the center of power in the imperial capital, and there were many women who tried to 

get close to him. 

this was the first time he had been touched by a woman? 

in order to cling onto her, this old fox didn’t even care about his face and actually lied with his eyes 

open. 

fu linchen felt a little embarrassed when he heard her scream. 
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he had actually accidentally revealed such an important matter … it was all because of this silly little girl 

that he had lost his mind! 

however, when he saw mu weiwei’s disbelieving expression, he felt a suffocating feeling in his heart for 

no reason. 

fu linchen took a deep breath and narrowed his eyes. he stared at mu weiwei. ” what’s wrong? ” mu 

weiwei, are you really going to go back on your word? do you know what kind of behavior you are 

doing? this is sexual harassment, it’s illegal! it seems that i need to talk to your parents …” 



“you, you, you … what do you want?” mu weiwei was startled. she jumped up and wished that she could 

rush forward and strangle this damned man to death! 

“i’m warning you, don’t ever mention this again, and don’t even mention it in front of my parents!” 

” but, i’ve been hurt so badly, and you don’t even have any intention of compensating me … ” 

“i’ll compensate! i’ll compensate you, alright? when did i say i was going back on my word?” mu weiwei 

gritted her teeth. she was filled with hatred in her heart, but she still had to maintain an awkward and 

impolite smile on her face. ” tell me, how do you want me to compensate you? ” 

” well … ” fu linchen’s dark eyes flickered and his gaze fell on her, sizing her up from head to toe. 

mu weiwei was so frightened by his impudent gaze that she broke out in a cold sweat. she 

subconsciously shrank back with a guarded look on her face. 

“fu linchen, i’m warning you. if you make any … any outrageous request, i will never agree to it! at most, 

i’ll tell mom and dad about it!” 

fu linchen smiled. ” the excessive request you mentioned … what request is it? ” can you give me an 

example?” 

mu weiwei choked at once. 

how was she supposed to answer that? 

was she supposed to tell this man that what she had thought of just now was all nonsense, such as ” 

touching it back ” and so on? 

fu linchen’s smile deepened when he saw her blushing and speechless. 

“i can pretend that nothing happened that night, but … you have to answer my question.” 

mu weiwei heaved a sigh of relief. ” go ahead and ask. i’ll definitely answer you as long as i know the 

answer. ” 

good, good, it was just an answer to a question … 

it seemed that the young master of the fu family still had some integrity. 

fu linchen glanced at her and repeated his question, ” ” the brother hilow you mentioned the other day 

… who is he?! ” 

Chapter 984: sister-in-law is really amazing! 

 

mu weiwei raised her head in surprise and looked at fu linchen. 

she didn’t expect that young master fu would be so persistent about this question. 

“are you sure you want to ask this question?” mu weiwei blinked her eyes. 



the smile on fu linchen’s face gradually disappeared, and his expression became serious. ” “i’m sure. i 

just want to know the answer to this question. don’t forget, you’ve already promised me that if you 

know the answer, you’ll definitely answer.” 

ever since the night he met this little girl at the bar, this question had been circling in his mind. 

however, mu weiwei sneaked away the next morning while he was taking a bath. 

fu linchen treated it as a chance encounter and didn’t probe further. 

but today, when he saw this little girl appear in front of him again in the mu family’s villa, this question 

surfaced in his heart again. 

he was eager to know the answer to his question. 
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mu weiwei pursed her lips and suddenly smiled slyly. ” alright, i’ll answer you then. ” 

” brother xiluo … it’s chen xiluo. he’s the male model who suddenly became popular this year. because 

of his handsome looks and outstanding temperament, he instantly became the male god in the hearts of 

many girls. of course, i like him a lot too … ” 

hearing this answer, fu linchen’s face became even colder, and his eyes were filled with coldness. 

this “brother hilo” was just a male model who relied on his looks to make a living! 

the mu family’s young miss actually liked a male model and even went to a bar to drown her sorrows in 

alcohol for him! 

was she blind? 

no matter how handsome a male model was, his temperament was not good. how could he compare to 

a man with a real background and power? 

“you …” 

fu linchen couldn’t suppress the anger in his heart and was about to speak. 

at this moment, mu weiwei continued to speak. 

“however, he has another identity, and that is my sister-in-law! chen xiluo is my sister-in-law, luo chenxi, 

who has disguised herself as a man and forged an identity. her purpose was to avoid the surveillance of 

her sister, luo chenxin. ” i believe you already know that sister-in-law got to know my big brother 

because she married luo chenxin on her behalf. luo chenxin has been hunting her down for a period of 

time, so she created a fake identity to deceive everyone … ” 

mu weiwei recalled chen xiluo’s incomparably handsome face back then. even now, she still felt her 

heart trembling. 

if luo chenxi had not removed her makeup on the spot in front of her, she would never have believed 

that such a perfect prince charming was actually a woman in disguise! 



sister-in-law is really amazing! 

she was her idol! 

“sister-in-law is so handsome, so handsome! if i didn’t know that she was a woman, i would have 

definitely married her! the day we met at the bar was the day i found out the truth. i was a little … a 

little too excited … that’s why i offended you … you’re a man anyway, so you won’t lose anything, so 

don’t hold it against me …” 

as fu linchen listened, the expression on his face became more and more strange. 

a minute ago, he was still full of jealousy. he wanted to catch the boy named chen xiluo and see what 

kind of trash he was. he could even hook up with the mu family’s eldest miss. 

however, after a minute, he was still in a daze. 

“wait … wait a minute. you mean … your brother xiluo is luo chenxi? he ‘@@ s … a woman?” 

“yeah!” mu weiwei nodded repeatedly. 

Chapter 985: this little kitten still has claws 

 

seeing that fu linchen didn’t seem to believe her, she added, ” “after big brother announced his 

marriage the other day, the whole country knew that chen xiluo was his sister-in-law. if you don’t 

believe me, you can search for it online and you’ll know that i’m not lying to you.” 

fu linchen narrowed his eyes and glanced at her. then he took out his phone and checked the news 

online. 

the more he read, the uglier his expression became. 

mu weiwei looked at him calmly and unruffled. she was about to die from laughter in her heart. 

she thought fu linchen would ask her some difficult questions! 

he didn’t expect that he would ask something that everyone in the country knew. 

she had really struck it rich. she had so easily settled the matter of that night! 

“alright, i’ve already answered your question. don’t cause me any more trouble in the future! ah, no, it’s 

better to pretend you don’t know me in the future. you don’t have to fight with me when you see me …” 

” so, i just asked a worthless question, and you didn’t remind me?! ” 
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fu linchen asked, gritting his teeth. 

mu weiwei put on an innocent expression. ” can you blame me for this? i’ve already confirmed with you 

just now and hinted for you to change the question, but you insisted on asking this question! this is the 

biggest gossip of the year. you don’t even know, do you never read entertainment news? you should 



reflect on yourself, brother fu. why are you so outdated and living like an old man? the generation gap 

between us is too deep!” 

mu weiwei said quickly as she watched fu linchen’s face turn darker and darker … 

she suddenly raised her leg and stepped on fu linchen’s foot. 

“i’ll go!” 

fu linchen was in pain. 

mu weiwei immediately broke into a run. she rushed out of the greenhouse and ran straight toward the 

villa. 

fu linchen was caught off guard and let her run away. his face was a little gloomy, but soon, he smiled 

again. 

” it seems that this little cat has claws … interesting. ” 

…… 

mu weiwei suddenly rushed into the villa. 

everyone in the living room saw this and turned around in surprise. 

“wei wei, what’s wrong? what happened?” tan yueru frowned. 

mu weiwei was still panting. ” this … this … ” 

“just now, a rat came out of the greenhouse. miss mu was probably frightened.” 

fu linchen followed her in. 

tan yueru was confused. ” what? when did we have rats in our yard?” 

however, before she could figure it out, fu linchen continued, ” “it’s getting late. jiatong and i have been 

bothering you for so long. we should go back.” 

mu weiwei’s eyes immediately lit up when she heard this. ” yes, yes, yes. it’s getting late! ” wasn’t sister 

fu’s stomach uncomfortable? hurry up and go home to rest!” 

tan yueru couldn’t help but glare at her. ” what are you saying? ” 

mu weiwei stuck out her tongue and pretended to be an obedient child. 

after finally sending him away, she heaved a sigh of relief and quickly ran back to her room. 

mu yichen was standing in the corridor. he took in the changing expressions on mu weiwei’s face. he 

could not help frowning. 

luo chenxi coaxed the little dumpling to sleep and walked out of her room. she happened to see mu 

yichen’s cold and gloomy expression. she asked in puzzlement, ” “yichen, what’s wrong?” 

“i’m fine,” she said. 



the gloominess in mu yichen’s eyes faded away instantly when he saw the little woman who smelled 

nice after her bath. he walked over and carried her in his arms. 

“hey, mu yichen, what are you doing? let me down!” 

luo chenxi almost fell. she quickly wrapped her arms around mu yichen’s neck to maintain her balance. 

at the same time, they looked around nervously, afraid that the two elders of the mu family would see 

them. 

mu yichen chuckled softly. ” your punishment for seven days and seven nights isn’t over yet. we’ll 

continue today … to collect some interest. ” 

“what … what interest?” 

luo chenxi widened her eyes in shock. 

could this man be any more shameless? 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips curled up. he hugged the petite woman in his arms tightly and strode 

toward the master bedroom. 

however, just as he put his wife on the bed and before he could kiss her, his mobile phone suddenly 

rang. 

luo chenxi’s eyes lit up. she pushed him away hastily. ” hubby, darling, your phone is ringing! ” 

Chapter 986: i’m going to spend the whole day educating this stupid woman 

 

not only did mu yichen not move away after being pushed by the petite woman, but he lowered his 

head and bit her on the neck. 

” it’s okay, ignore him. let’s continue … ” 

luo chenxi felt the pain. she quickly covered her neck with her hands. 

he cried out anxiously, ” mu yichen, you … you can’t do this! it’s so late and someone’s still calling your 

private number. it must be something important …” 

“no matter how important it is, it’s not as important as teaching me my wife’s family rules,” 

mu yichen did not even raise his head as he continued to bury himself in his wife’s body. 

he had planned to spend the whole day educating this stupid woman, but he didn’t expect that the fu 

siblings would suddenly come and stay for such a long time. it had seriously affected his ” proper 

business “! 

until now, when it was almost midnight, the big bad wolf finally had time to eat the little white rabbit. 

of course, he had to eat to his heart’s content! 
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“mu yichen, you can’t be like this … what if something happens to the company … ouch!” 

luo chenxi was bitten by the man on top of her again. she cried out in surprise and her petite face turned 

red in an instant. 

his body also softened. 

mu yichen noticed that she was finally being obedient. the corners of his lips curled up ever so slightly as 

he continued to bury his head in the food. 

however, after a minute … 

the phone rang again. 

then, it was the second time, the third time … 

it was impossible for mu yichen to pretend that he did not hear her even if he wanted to. 

luo chenxi took the opportunity to kick him. ” stop thinking about colorful rubbish. go and answer the 

phone! ” 

mu yichen was caught off guard and was kicked off the bed by his wife. 

his face was livid. he glared at the innocent-looking woman on the bed, got up, walked to the sofa, and 

picked up the phone. 

his thin lips lifted slightly, and his voice was cold. ” you better guarantee that you really have something 

important to do! or else …” 

” big, big, big … big young master, i, i, i … really … really have something very important to tell you … ” 

brother liang’s trembling voice came from the other end of the phone. 

the anger in young master mu’s words was so obvious that he couldn’t help but tremble. 

it was obvious that the first young master was a newly-wedded couple. at this time, he must be making 

out with the young lady. if something big had not happened, he would not have dared to make this call. 

mu yichen furrowed his brows and urged impatiently,”what is it? i’ll give you one minute to tell me!” 

“yes, yes, yes!” liang bro quickly focused and spoke quickly, ” the bodyguard in charge of luo chenxin 

came to me today. she said that she had something very important to tell me and wanted to see you, 

young master … ” 

“he’s gone! she was just trying to live and wanted to make up lies to deceive others. don’t you have a 

brain? there was no need to care about her. the case of her murdering my wife is about to go to court. 

let her wait to be shot!” mu yichen sneered as he rejected her outright without the slightest trace of 

politeness. 

luo chenxin and reese were suspected of murdering luo chenxi and lu wenjun. the charges for this case 

had already been filed and the court would be held soon. 

with the mu family’s power, it would be a piece of cake to secretly get rid of the two. 



however, mu yichen still decided to settle the matter with luo chenxi and the little dumpling publicly 

through the judicial process so that he would not leave any evidence behind and others would gossip 

about luo chenxi and the little dumpling. 

in any case, according to the current law, luo chenxin’s two murders were sentenced to death. 

it would be strange if luo chenxin didn’t have any tricks up her sleeve when she asked to see him at this 

time. 

mu yichen was about to hang up after he finished speaking. 

liang bro quickly stopped him, ” young master, wait a minute, i’m not done yet, one minute … it’s not 

even up yet. ” 

Chapter 987: are you really going to meet another woman? 

 

mu yichen furrowed his brows. his face was filled with impatience. 

but since he had said he would give liang bro one minute, he had to ask,”what else is there? don’t beat 

around the bush, just say it all at once!” 

liang bro couldn’t help but mumble. 

it was the eldest young master who had been interrupting him, but now, he was complaining about his 

inarticulate speech. 

he was really wronged … 

of course, he didn’t dare to complain and quickly continued, ” ” yes, young master. i felt that something 

was wrong, so i went to see luo chenxin personally. when she saw me, she said that she knew the 

whereabouts of the bai family’s young lady! ” 

“what did you say?” mu yichen was shocked as well. ” say that again?! how did she get involved with bai 

xinxin?” 

brother liang quickly said, ” young master, you didn’t hear wrong. luo chenxin really said that! ” i 

interrogated her for a long time, but she insisted that she would only reveal miss bai’s whereabouts 

when she sees you. that’s why i made this phone call …” 

brother liang had been with mu yichen for so many years, so he knew the severity of the situation. 
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even though the bodyguards hated bai xinxin, she was still the eldest daughter of the bai family and the 

younger sister of mu yichen’s good friend. 

she had been missing for a few months. 

now that there was finally a lead on her, they could not ignore it. 

as expected, mu yichen’s expression turned solemn. 



“i know, i’ll be right there.” 

mu yichen hung up the phone. he turned around and looked at the petite woman who was lying on the 

bed. 

for safety’s sake, luo chenxi took advantage of the time when he was on the phone to lift the blanket 

and snuggled her entire body under it. 

furthermore, his eyes were tightly shut and he did not move, pretending to be asleep. 

mu yichen pursed his lips and called out in a low voice,”stupid woman, wake up. i have something to tell 

you …” 

luo chenxi was lying on her side on the bed. she did not even lift her eyelids. her breathing was steady 

and she was even snoring softly. 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips twitched. 

“since you’re already asleep, i’ll be heading out now. i probably won’t be back tonight …” 

as he spoke, he turned around and walked to the door. just as he was about to open the door, the little 

woman on the bed suddenly sat up. 

“mu yichen, it’s already so late. where are you going? why didn’t you come back to sleep at night? tell 

me, do you have a woman outside?” luo chenxi hugged the blanket and looked at him in a huff. 

mu yichen stopped in his tracks. he turned around and looked at her with a faint smile. ” you’re not 

pretending to be asleep anymore? ” 

luo chenxi pouted and lifted the blanket. she got up from the bed and walked to mu yichen before she 

grabbed his tie. 

“tell me clearly, what are you going out for in the middle of the night? who was she going to see? is it a 

male or female?” 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips curled up as he said casually,”female …” 

his gaze was fixated on luo chenxi’s pink lips. he lowered his head and was about to kiss her. 

however, before he could touch that soft part, a small hand suddenly patted his mouth, blocking his 

action of lowering his head. 

“female? what woman? are you really going to meet another woman?” luo chenxi widened her eyes in 

surprise. 

mu yichen could not help but feel smug when he saw her jealous expression.”what’s wrong? are you 

jealous?” 

“jealous?” luo chenxi pouted her lips. ” who’s jealous? did luo chenxin come out to play tricks again?” 

mu yichen was stunned. ” how … how did you know? ” 

Chapter 988: i hate it when women other than my wife touch me! 



 

luo chenxi glanced at him as if she was looking at an idiot. ” isn’t it obvious? there are only so many 

people who know your private number. if you answer the call and immediately leave, something must 

have happened. you said you were going to see a woman … i thought about it, and i think it can only be 

luo chenxin.” 

mu yichen was a little depressed. ” stupid woman, when did you become so smart? ” 

“i’ve always been so smart! you’re not allowed to call me a stupid woman anymore, i’m getting stupid 

from you!” luo chenxi glared at him. ” what did luo chenxin do this time? ” 

mu yichen frowned slightly. ” i don’t know if this is true or not yet. i’ll have to go and watch over her 

first. i’ll tell you the details when i’m back. ” 

luo chenxi nodded and loosened his tie. ” you can go then. tonight … ” 

“of course i’m back to sleep tonight. i was just scaring you on purpose.” mu yichen said hastily. 

“tsk, as if i want you to come back! it’s best if you don’t come back. i’m going to sleep, so you should 

leave!” 

luo chenxi’s petite face blushed when he got to the heart of the matter. she hastily pushed mu yichen 

away and chased him out of the house. 

…… 
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T city’s rural guard post. 

mu yichen arrived in a hurry and strode inside. 

his face was filled with a gentle smile when he was with luo chenxi earlier. however, his gaze turned cold 

once again the moment he got out of the car. 

his entire body was filled with coldness, and he had once again returned to the cold and emotionless 

young master of the mu family. 

” young master mu, luo chenxin is being held alone in front … ” 

the police officer led the way and brought him to the corresponding cell, then left tactfully. 

in the dark room, a woman in ragged clothes was curled up in the corner. 

when she heard the sound of the door, she immediately raised her head and looked at the door 

anxiously, her face full of surprise. 

“young … young master mu … you’re finally here. you’re finally willing to see me!” 

mu yichen crossed his arms and looked down at luo chenxin. 

although it had only been three days, luo chenxin seemed to have changed into a different person. she 

was no longer as beautiful as she used to be. 



her clothes were full of holes, her hair was like straw, and her body was covered with mud and dust, 

giving off a disgusting smell. 

although she didn’t look like she had any obvious injuries, her face was swollen and her eyes were 

cloudy. it was clear that she had been treated well these few days. 

mu yichen squinted his eyes with a look of disgust on his face. ” didn’t you scheme so much just to get 

me to come and see you? ” 

“young master mu, you’ve really misunderstood me. i … i really don’t have the intention to harm 

anyone. i just … i just love you too much, so i was impulsive and made a mistake. you … you must listen 

to my explanation …” 

luo chenxin pounced on mu yichen and hugged his thigh. 

she raised her head and looked at him with pleading eyes. 

she really loved and hated this man in front of her. 

although she had so many men, the only one who had let go of her true feelings was young master mu! 

she had exhausted all means to become mrs. mu, and it was not just for money and power! 

that was why she lost her rationality in an instant when she saw how gentle and considerate mu yichen 

was toward luo chenxi. 

luo chenxin waited for mu yichen’s arrival with great difficulty. she wanted to take the opportunity to 

cry and complain. it would be best if she could move him. 

who would have known that before she could speak, mu yichen raised his leg and kicked her away 

ruthlessly. 

“get lost. i hate it when women other than my wife touch me!” 

Chapter 989: young master mu is really in love with luo chenxi! 

 

luo chenxin’s body was already weak, so she immediately fell to the ground when she was kicked by mu 

yichen. 

he even rolled a few times on the ground, only stopping when he hit the wall. 

upon hearing mu yichen’s words, she widened her eyes in disbelief and stared at him. her eyes were 

filled with unwillingness and jealousy. 

young master mu was really in love with luo chenxi! 

why was that? 

weren’t men all visual animals? 

she had already made herself look exactly like luo chenxi, yet mu yichen’s attitude toward the two of 

them was so different! 



luo chenxin could not figure it out. 

however, mu yichen did not even bother to look at her. he said coldly,”stop talking nonsense! you said 

you know where bai xinxin is? quickly explain clearly!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

luo chenxin had just rolled on the ground a few times. her forehead was bruised and blood was flowing 

down from the corner of her forehead, making her look even more embarrassed. 

however, she still gritted her teeth and snorted coldly, ” “if … if i tell you, young master mu, can you … 

can you let me go …” 

“don’t bargain with me!” mu yichen interrupted her with a cold expression, ” you’re not in a position to 

bargain with me now! if you don’t want to tell me, i have a way to entertain you!” 

luo chenxin’s body trembled instinctively when she heard him say ” entertain “. 

she recalled the terrifying dark experience she had when she was first sent to prison three days ago. 

she felt uneasy in her heart when she saw the cold expression on mu yichen’s handsome face. she 

almost could not withstand the immense pressure and was about to tell the truth. 

however, she quickly remembered that this was her only chance to live … 

luo chenxin gritted her teeth. ” no… no way! ” i will only reveal bai xinxin’s whereabouts when i see 

second young master bai. otherwise, even if you beat me to death, i … i won’t say anything! moreover, 

i’m the only one who knows this secret. if you kill me, no one will be able to save her!” 

the expression on mu yichen’s face did not change in the slightest when he heard luo chenxin’s threat, 

but his gaze turned even colder. 

“hehe, interesting. you think you can use bai xinxin to threaten me? what does bai xinxin’s life and death 

have to do with me? i’d better not let her appear in front of me again!” 

he had not forgotten the things that bai xinxin had done in the past. 

his little woman had been framed by bai xinxin several times. if it was not for bai shixun, he would have 

sent her on her way. 

at the thought of this, mu yichen scoffed coldly,”if you don’t want to say it, then don’t say it. just as well, 

i’m not interested in knowing either.” 

as he spoke, he turned around and walked out. 

when luo chenxin saw that he was really going to leave, she suddenly became anxious and shouted, ” 

“young master mu, you … don’t go! i’ll tell you now, really, i’ll tell you immediately!” 

mu yichen had already lost his patience. he clearly heard her cries, but he did not even turn his head 

around. 

he must be out of his mind to make this trip. if he had the time, he might as well stay at home and 

discuss the family rules with this stupid woman in bed. 



however, just as he was about to leave, he heard urgent footsteps from not far away. 

then, bai shixun’s tall figure appeared at the end of the corridor. 

he looked anxious and rushed over without caring about his image. as soon as he entered the door, he 

rushed to luo chenxin and held her shoulders, shaking her vigorously. 

“you know where xinxin is? speak, quickly explain clearly! what did you do to her?” 

Chapter 990: bai xinxin’s whereabouts 

 

a few months ago, bai xinxin went missing in country F. 

in the beginning, the bai family didn’t think much of it. they thought that bai xinxin was unwilling to be 

exiled abroad and had deceived the bodyguards that the bai family had sent over, planning to sneak 

back to china. 

as bai shixun was worried that bai xinxin would return to the country and harass the mu family, he even 

went to the mu family’s house personally to apologize to the two elders and luo chenxi. 

however, who knew that as the days passed, bai xinxin still did not appear. 

after a long time, the bai family started to get anxious. 

under the urging of the old man, bai shixun used all his resources to investigate bai xinxin’s 

whereabouts. however, he could not find her. 

a few days ago, news came back from F country, saying that the police saw a female slave being sold on 

a dark net video, and it looked like bai xinxin. 

master bai passed out on the spot when he heard the news. 

bai shixun immediately put pressure on the F country police and even flew to F country a few times in 

person. however, the progress of the investigation was still very slow. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the underground forces in F country were deeply rooted and complicated, and bai xinxin had been sold 

off several times. even now, they still could not figure out which force she was in. 

hence, bai shixun sped over to mu yichen’s place as soon as he saw the message. 

” i … i only have a rough idea. second young master bai, you … let me go first … ” luo chenxin was 

secretly relieved when she saw bai shixun. 

bai shixun let go of her, but his face became even more ferocious. ” tell me! what do you know?” 

luo chenxin immediately said the excuse she had thought of in advance, ” “second young master bai, i 

also … found out about this matter by chance … when i was in country F, i went to a bar once and saw a 

thug from the underground forces kidnapping an unconscious chinese beauty. at that time, i thought 



that she looked a little like miss bai, but i thought that it was impossible for her to run around without 

her bodyguards, so i didn’t take it seriously …” 

” after returning to the country, i heard people talking about miss bai’s mysterious disappearance in 

fstan. that’s when i recalled … ” 

bai shixun clenched his fists and gritted his teeth. ” this … this is right! my sister has indeed fallen into 

the hands of underground forces in country F! then tell me, who is the person who dared to take xinxin 

away?” 

” well … ” luo chenxin pretended to hesitate and wanted to bargain. 

who knew that bai shixun’s eyes had already turned red from anxiety. seeing that she was not willing to 

tell the truth, he immediately grabbed her neck without giving her any chance to explain. his ten fingers 

gradually tightened. 

“are you going to tell me or not? eh? i’m telling you, i don’t have much patience!” 

luo chenxin did not expect second young master bai to be more brutal than mu yichen. 

bai shixun only let go of her when her eyes rolled back. ” tell me! ” 

luo chenxin covered her throat and fell to the ground, panting. ” that … that’s a secret force in country F. 

even the police … don’t know about it. ” “it’s also because of some coincidences that i’m … in contact 

with them. bai … second young master bai, if you want to find … bai xinxin, the only way is to … bring me 

to country F …” 

this was the ultimate purpose of luo chenxin’s risk in saying this. 

she hoped that she could use the excuse of looking for bai xinxin to escape from mu yichen’s grasp and 

follow bai shixun to country F. 

this way, she could avoid the fate of being shot to death in a few days. 

moreover, after she reached country F, she might have a chance to escape with her relationship with 

the underground forces. 

bai shixun narrowed his eyes and looked at her. he obviously did not believe her words. 

however, in order to find his sister, he could not miss any opportunity. 

“alright, then …” 

“wait!” 

bai shixun was about to speak when he was interrupted by mu yichen. 

 


